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Modern devices for the intelligent workspace





The Surface Family

Pro

Ultra-light versatile

The iconic Surface 2-in-1, now even 
faster and more versatile with USB-A & 
USB-C.

Book

Powerhouse performance

Ultimate performance in a laptop form
factor with 13.5” or 15” detachable
touchscreen.



Laptop

Style and speed

The perfect everyday laptop is now even 
faster. Choose from two durable 
keyboard finishes with 13.5” or 15” 
touchscreens.

Go

Portable power

The smallest, most affordable Surface 
2-in-1 with a 10” touchscreen. Available 
with 4G LTE.

The Surface Family



Studio

The ultimate creative studio

The most immersive and powerful
Surface desktop with a 28” fully 
adjustable touch-screen.

Hub

Teamwork without boundaries

The revolutionary all-in-one digital 
whiteboard, meetings platform, and 
collaborative computing device.

The Surface Family



Designed for the ways 
you work



Thin, light & versatile designs

Work with more natural inputs 

Edit in the ways most 
natural to you. Strikethrough 
words to delete, circle text 
to select it, or highlight using 
Ink Editor with 4,096 
pressure points that 
respond to the lightest 
touch. 

Designed for the ways you work

Industry-leading typing comfort

Laptop 3 15” offers faster,  
more satisfying and more 
comfortable typing 
experience compared to 
MacBook Pro.

See your work come to life

On Surface Pro X, razor-thin 
bezels, the virtually 
edge-to-edge PixelSense™ 
Display touchscreen, and 
our Surface signature 3:2 
ratio combine to give you 
the most efficient amount of 
screen space to work on 13 
inches. 



Securely work from anywhere

Full device management  from 
UEFI to Windows  

 Every Surface component, 
from firmware to Windows 
10 policy settings, can be 
managed by Intune and 
updated via Windows 
Update for Business.  

Designed for the ways you work

Latest in modern security  from 
Microsoft 

Surface integrates a 
multilayered strategy that 
dynamically detects and 
proactively protects to help 
keep your device secure.  

Stay productive,  wherever the 
office is 

According to Forrester 
Research, Microsoft 
365-powered Surface 
devices give users up to 5 
hours in weekly productivity 
gains with up to 9 hours 
saved per week for highly 
mobile workers.



Rich display & sound

Show your best 

Even in low light with the 
front-and-rear-facing HD 
cameras on Microsoft 
Teams video calls.

Designed for the ways you work

Be heard loud and clear 

With enhanced dual far-field 
mics and crystal-clear 
speakers with immersive 
Dolby™ Audio Premium 
sound for music and virtual 
meetings. 

A brilliant display 

High resolution PixelSense™ 
Display touchscreens 
across the portfolio. Surface 
Pro 7 features ambient light 
sensing that automatically 
adjusts to lighting 
conditions. 



Power, performance, & connectivity

Unplugged power takes  you 
further 

All-day battery life keeps you 
going, and new battery 
features including Instant 
On and Fast Charging make 
you even more 
productive.  

Designed for the ways you work

Next-gen performance for 
productivity on the move 

Laptop 3 with 10th Gen 
Intel® Core™ i5 is two times 
faster than Laptop 2 and 
three times faster than 
MacBook air.

Stay connected

Intel WiFi delivers integrated 
connectivity to match higher 
bandwidth needs across the 
portfolio.  Surface Pro X 
features the new Microsoft 
SQ1 processor with Wi-Fi 5 
and LTE Advanced Pro on a 
next-gen Gigabit modem. 



Surface helps attract & 
retain top talent 

72%

Of people who use 
Surface at work want to 

use it all the time.

Product Satisfaction

Surface has the highest 
PSAT of any iPad, 

Chromebook, or Windows 
10 device. 

75%

Agree that Microsoft 365 
powered Surface devices 

have helped improve 
employee satisfaction & 

retention. 
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